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ABSTRACT
Swift is a new programming language developed by Apple as a replacement to Objective-C. It features a sophisticated error handling (EH) mechanism that provides the kind of separation of concerns afforded by exception handling mechanisms in other languages, while also including constructs to improve safety and maintainability. However, Swift also inherits a software development culture stemming from Objective-C being the de-facto standard programming language for Apple platforms for the last 15 years. It is, therefore, a priori unclear whether Swift developers embrace the novel EH mechanisms of the programming language or still rely on the old EH culture of Objective-C even working in Swift.

In this paper, we study to what extent developers adhere to good practices exemplified by EH guidelines and tutorials, and what are the common bad EH practices particularly relevant to Swift code. Furthermore, we investigate whether perception of these practices differs between novices and experienced Swift developers.

To answer these questions we employ a mixed-methods approach and combine 10 semi-structured interviews with Swift developers and quantitative analysis of 78,760 Swift 4 files extracted from 2,733 open-source GitHub repositories. Our findings indicate that there is ample opportunity to improve the way Swift developers use error handling mechanisms. For instance, some recommendations derived in this work are not well spread in the corpus of studied Swift projects. For example, generic catch handlers are common in Swift (even though it is not uncommon for them to share space with their counterparts: non empty catch handlers), custom, developer-defined error types are rare, and developers are mostly reactive when it comes to error handling, using Swift’s constructs mostly to handle errors thrown by libraries, instead of throwing and handling application-specific errors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Error handling (EH) mechanisms are common in modern programming languages. They provide a number of advantages over error codes employed in such languages as C [4], albeit also create complications [6, 25]. Different programming languages implement error handling mechanisms differently: e.g., error handling in C# is driven by maintenance and in Java—by reliability [6].

The Swift programming language, developed by Apple and intended as the replacement for Objective-C, introduces multiple changes in the ways errors are handled as opposed to Objective-C. Not surprisingly, the presence of different error handling constructs in Swift has been reported to hinder adoption of Swift by experienced Objective-C developers [24]. Moreover, as Swift has been evolving, the error handling mechanism has been evolving as well inducing further challenges.

To support Swift developers, both Apple itself and other companies and authors have published multiple guides related to Swift error handling. Many of these popular guides are published as blog posts [22] that include code examples developers learn from [29]. In this paper we study the way those guides affect the way Swift developers use error handling mechanisms. Specifically, we pose the following research questions:

RQ1. To what extent do developers follow the recommendations of popular error handling guides?

RQ2. To what extent do developers avoid the anti-patterns identified by popular error handling guides?

RQ3. How do the perceptions of experienced and novice developers differ about the usage of error handling?

Answers to RQ1 and RQ2 are important to shed some light on the current state of practice of developing error handling code in the Swift programming language. The latter question is motivated by the observation of Shah et al. that novice developers often choose to ignore or generalize error handling as they do not consider error handling to be of high priority [28]. This would suggest that novice developers are less likely to follow the recommendations and more likely to write Swift code with anti-patterns. Similarly, experts
might be more likely to follow Swift best practices, but due to its recent introduction (Swift was first released in June 2014 and its error handling mechanism in December 2015), it is still unclear whether experts indeed take advantage of them.

To provide answers to these questions, we apply a convergence mixed-methods approach [9, 23]: quantitative and qualitative research are performed in parallel with the expectation that their results will confirm one another. To conduct the qualitative study we compile a corpus of 2,733 Swift projects obtained from GitHub, the largest corpus used in an error handling study. To conduct the qualitative study, we have interviewed 10 Swift developers. We also manually inspected a sample of 789 commits made by experts and categorized those related to error handling.

Our study curates a list of four error handling recommendations and five anti-patterns. When studying Swift code with these patterns in mind, we observed that 50% of the projects did not employ a single error handling construct; merely 26% of the projects in the dataset employ a try variant (i.e., `try`, `try!`, or `try`!). Similarly, only 39% of the projects employ at least one catch handler, that is, 1,668 projects out of the 2,733 either do not handle errors or do so without using do-catch blocks. Interestingly, the most often applied recommendation (85%) is related to the use of try statements within do-catch blocks; for the anti-patterns, the most common one is the use of empty, generic catch blocks, i.e., catch blocks that capture every possible error. Although we were able to confirm some of these findings in the qualitative analysis (e.g., interviewees mentioned the use of `try` statements within catch handlers), some findings were not (e.g., we did not find empty generic catch blocks in the commit analysis).

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

- A curated corpus of Swift projects for analysis, along with the methodology behind their selection;
- A tool for collecting a metrics related to the usage of Swift error handling constructs in these projects;
- An analysis of the results, considering implications for the practice of software development in Swift.

## 2 SWIFT ERROR HANDLING

Swift provides numerous ways of specifying and handling errors. Here we briefly discuss some of them. Further information can be found in developer guides discussed in Section 3.1.

From a usage perspective, error handling in Swift is akin to exception handling in Java and C#. Errors are values of types that conform to the `Error` protocol. As a protocol, errors can be implemented as enumerations, structures, or classes. The `throw` statement signals the occurrence of an error. A method that signals an error either catches the error, or indicates in its signature that it throws an error. Listing 1 shows a common example of how to define errors using an `enum`. In Listing 1, `IOException` is an enumeration with two cases. One of these, `FileNotFoundException`, is particularly interesting because it carries contextual information that can be employed to capture errors in more specific situations. Since each case is a value that represents an error, it can be thrown, as in `readFromFile`. Methods invoking `readFromFile` must either also have a throws clause in their signatures or explicitly catch the error. Calls to `readFromFile` must be preceded by the `try` keyword to indicate that they may throw an error (line 16). Function `processText` presents an example of a method that invokes `readFromFile` and catches the `FileNotFoundException` error (and others).

To catch an error, it is necessary to place the code that may throw errors within a do block (line 15) having one or more associated catch clauses. For instance, the catch clause in line 17 catches `IOException.FileNotFoundException` whereas the one in line 19 catches any other error. We say that a catch block whose catch clause can capture any kind of error is a `generic catch block` (or a "catch all").

Generic catch blocks can be implemented by:

1. not specifying the type of the error (as in line 19 of Listing 1);
2. capturing errors of type `NSError`, the default type employed to report errors in Objective-C programs;
3. or capturing every error conforming to the `Error` protocol (this is the verbose version of item 1).

A do-catch block must either include at least one generic catch block, or the method in which the do–catch block is defined should be declared with `throws`. This is enforced by the Swift compiler. In line 19, `error` is a predefined variable that represents the caught error accessible within the block.

Swift has additional constructs for error handling [1]. By writing `try` before an expression that may throw an error, that expression produces `nil`, instead of its expected result, if an error is thrown. Similarly, `try!` before such an expression converts an error into a runtime error. Programs cannot catch runtime errors and this will cause the application to crash. Finally, for high-order functions in Swift, one should check whether the received closure throws an error. For that, Swift has a special kind of `throws`: marking the signatures of higher-order function with `rethrows` signals that it only throws an error if the received closure throws one.

### Listing 1: Example of defining and manipulating errors
```
enum IOException : Error {
    case FileNotFoundException(filePath: String)
    case ConnectionTimedOut
}

func readFromFile(path: String) throws -> String {
    let fileContents = try readFromFile(path: path)
    return fileContents
}

func readFromFile(path: String) throws {
    do {
        ... // Start reading.
    } catch IOError.FileNotFound {
        print("File not found: \(filePath).")
    } catch (error) {
        print("An error occurred: \(error)")
    }

    if (! findFile(path)) {
        throw IOError.FileNotFound(filePath: path)
    } else {
        print("File not found: \(filePath).")
    }
}
```

## 3 METHODOLOGY

In this section we start by identifying popular guides pertaining to Swift error handling (Section 3.1). These guides allow us to refine research questions RQ1 and RQ2 by identifying recommendations and anti-patterns. Then, we apply a convergence mixed-methods approach [9, 23] to estimate adherence to these recommendations and avoidance of the anti-patterns. Quantitative (repository mining) and qualitative (interviews) research are performed in parallel as discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. The interviews also allow...
us to answer RQ3, i.e., to obtain insights in differences between novices and experienced developers.

3.1 Swift Error Handling Guidelines

As we focus on the impact of guides on the developers’ practice, we start by analyzing publicly available guides that discuss Swift error handling. To find which guides are available to Swift programmers we have searched “Swift Error Handling” on Google. We use Google rank as our primary popularity criterion since this is the way developers are likely to obtain knowledge about error handling. From the ten highest ranked results, six are guides that extensively discuss error handling in Swift. The remaining four link either to libraries or to questions on Q&A sites. The six guides are:

G-1) The Swift Programming Language, by Apple Inc.1;
G-2) Error Handling in Swift, by Abhimuralidharan2;
G-3) Magical Error Handling in Swift, by Gemma Barlow3;
G-4) Intro to Error Handling in Swift, by Bob Lee4;
G-5) Avoiding Swift Error & Swift Error Handling, by Mindrowser5;

Using these guides we compiled a list of recommendations for handling errors in Swift by doing card sorting, grouping aspects of the error handling mechanism and analyzing what each guide says or shows about the particular aspect. Furthermore, we compiled a list of anti-patterns that indicate potentially wrong usage of the error handling mechanism. Throughout the paper we refer to recommendations by names defined in this section. As observed below the guides tend to agree on recommendations and anti-patterns: we can claim, therefore, that we have reached saturation on recommendations and anti-patterns presented in blog posts. Table 1 summarizes the recommendations and anti-patterns.

According to the guides, Swift projects should declare custom error types to signal exceptional conditions (CustomErrorTypes). G-5 shows an example using a struct as an error type; G-1 to G-4 and G-6 recommend using enums as error types. In case a variable needs to be associated with an error condition, these variables can also be defined as part of the error type (cf. Line 2 of Listing 1).

When an exceptional condition occurs, an instance of the error type—possibly instantiated with one or more arguments (cf. Line 8 of Listing 1)—should be thrown (ThrowErrorValues). Due to the straightforward notion of throwing errors in Swift, the only requirement for throwing an error is that the throw statement should occur in the context of either a method that is declared with the throws keyword or in the context of do-catch statements. All guides mention and show examples of this pattern.

The third point that all guides touch on is related to how to call methods declared with the throws keyword. Interestingly, no guide recommends using the try! operator for error handling. In fact, five guides (G-1 to G-4 and G-6) explicitly mention that try! should only be used in rare cases where it is certain that the method never throws an error. As a consequence, we consider excessive usage of try! as an anti-pattern, ExcessiveTry!. When it comes to try?, the guides are not unanimous; the Swift programming guide by Apple (G-1) explains the following about try?: “Using try? lets you write concise error handling code when you want to handle all errors in the same way.” G-2 does not mention whether try? should be used or not—it only mentions its existence. G-4 and G-6 recommend against using try?, as try? generalizes and ignores errors. All guides recommend, and show examples of, the use of the try operator in a do-catch block to call methods that are declared with the throws keyword (TryWithinDoCatch).

Additionally, every guide explains how errors can be caught using catch. The Swift programming guide (G-1) explains how pattern matching can be used to match different error conditions. A small example is featured in every guide on how to catch error values with catch handlers, in five out of the six guides (G-1 to G-4 and G-6), these examples include case matching for enum error types. Thus, we consider CatchEnumCases to be the usage of catch handlers that use pattern matching for enum values. Two guides (G-1 and G-6) also provide examples of so-called value binding to bind error parameters in the catch handler. Lines 17-18 of Listing 1 also provide an example of usage of this approach.

While there are differences in these guidelines, they all describe a common theme to Swift error handling. According to the guidelines, when an exceptional condition occurs, developers should throw (ThrowErrorValues) an error of an application-specific error type (CustomErrorTypes). Methods that throw errors should be called with a try statement in a do-catch block (TryWithinDoCatch), with one or more catch handlers that pattern match different values of the error type (CatchEnumCases). Meanwhile, try! should only be used when it is certain that code will never throw an error during runtime (ExcessiveTry!). When it comes to try? there is less of a consensus; some guides (G-1, G-4 and G-6) discourage usage of try? while others only explain the semantics of try?. However, most guides (G-1, G-3, G-4 and G-6) explain that try? is most suited for specific cases when the type of error does not matter and there is no need to distinguish resulting errors. Which is why we consider excessive of try? to be an anti-pattern (ExcessiveTry?).

Even though catch handlers are an important part of the error handling mechanism of Swift, none of the guides provide information or examples on the contents of catch handlers. All six guides showcase toy examples of catch handlers where the latter just write information to the standard output. There are no examples of how best to notify the user or log the error.

Complementary to the guides found in the gray literature such as blogs, we investigated recent academic research to identify additional error handling usage patterns that might also be common in the Swift arena. Shah et al. [28] have found that novice developers often choose to ignore or generalize error handling as they do not consider error handling to be a high priority task. Signs that projects in Swift ignore or generalize error handling are a lack of any error handling primitives in a project (LackOfEH), and excessive usage of the try? operator, as the try? operator swallows all errors that occur (ExcessiveTry?). Furthermore Ebert et al. [10] found that error handling bugs in Java projects can be caused by catch handlers that swallow errors or empty catch blocks. Therefore we also consider empty catch handlers that catch specific errors

---

2 https://medium.com/@abhimuralidharan/error-handling-in-swift-d0a618499910
3 https://www.raywenderlich.com/130197/magical-error-handling-swift
4 https://www.bobthedeveloper.io/blog/intro-to-error-handling-in-swift
5 https://andybargh.com/error-handling-in-swift/
6 https://andybargh.com/error-handling-in-swift/
### Table 1: EH recommendations and anti-patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Anti-Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CustomErrorTypes: Use custom error types to signal errors.</td>
<td>ExcessiveTry!: Excessive use of try!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThrowErrorValues: In the presence of errors, throw an error type.</td>
<td>ExcessiveTry?: Excessive usage of try? to swallow errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TryWithinDoCatch: Methods that throw errors should be called with a try statement in a do-catch block.</td>
<td>EmptyCatch: Empty catch blocks that match specific error(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CatchEnumCases: One or more catch handlers with pattern matching on different values of the error type.</td>
<td>EmptyGenericCatch: The use of empty generic catch blocks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EmptyCatch and empty generic handlers (EmptyGenericCatch) as anti-patterns. Since the generic and non-generic empty catch handlers can be used for different scenarios, we consider Empty-Catch and EmptyGenericCatch to be different anti-patterns: an empty catch handler that catches a specific error silences that error, while an empty generic catch handler silences all errors.

### 3.2 Mining Swift repositories

Next we discuss identifying representative Swift projects (Section 3.2.1) and error handling metrics we apply (Section 3.2.2).

#### 3.2.1 Finding Representative Swift Projects.

**Selecting a sample of active GitHub projects.** To analyze how Swift developers employ the error handling mechanisms of Swift, we start by mining Swift Projects using GHTorrent, a third-party publicly accessible mirror of GitHub [13, 14]. As of November, 1st 2017, we found a total of 402,046 projects that were recorded as a Swift project by GHTorrent. When analyzing these projects, we found that some of them do not present recent activity. Therefore, we filter out projects with no commits after Jan 1st, 2016. With this additional constraint, we found a total of 150,675 Swift projects. The 150,675 recently active Swift projects however were still too many to analyze in depth, which would make a comprehensive source code analysis unfeasible. Therefore we selected a random sample of those projects. Since prevalence of the error handling constructs was not known a priori we had to assume the prevalence of 50%, maximizing the sample size for the given confidence level. For the confidence level of 99% and a confidence interval of 1.32, the sample size has been determined to be 9,000 projects.

**Identifying engineered projects in the sample** As Kalliamvakou et al. [16] have shown, a large amount of software projects on GitHub are inactive and/or personal. To select engineered software projects as opposed to personal or naive ones, we applied Reaper, a classification framework introduced by Munaiah et al. [19]. Reaper extracts a set of metrics from a project based on, amongst other things, size of the project and history. Using Reaper, Munaiah et al. achieved a precision of 82% and a recall of 86% on their “utility” dataset, *i.e.*, the dataset based on the definition of engineered projects as projects that “have a fairly general-purpose utility to users other than the developers themselves” [19]. To apply Reaper to Swift projects, we had to extend Reaper to also be able to score Swift projects with respect to the six dimensions identified by Munaiah et al.: community, documentation, history, testing, licenses and continuous integration. These six dimensions closely match the original dimensions outlined by Munaiah et al. [19].

From the 9,000 Swift repositories, 2,801 projects have been classified as engineered software projects. It is important to note that these projects also include forks. However, we chose not to exclude forks as we consider the forks to be interactions of developers with Swift source code. In addition, as recent work suggests [34], forks not only present active development, but can also have different features, when compared to the original project.

**Reaper dimensions in the engineered Swift projects.** We have observed that among 2,801 engineered projects 41% of the projects are configured to use continuous integration and that 37% of the Swift projects do not state any license.

Figure 1 shows distributions of the metrics representing four Reaper dimensions over 2,801 engineered projects. The community metric counts the smallest set of contributors whose total number of commits accounts for 80% or more of the total contributions. As we can see, the majority of studied projects have up to two core contributors. The documentation metric calculates the share of the commented lines of code among the non-blank lines of code. The history metric calculates the average number of commits per month. On average, our studied projects perform 5.3 commits per month. Finally, the testing metric computes the ratio between the amount of testing code and the overall number of source lines of code. Although some projects have an extensive testing code base (three projects have a test ratio greater than 0.9), on average, the projects have a test ratio of 0.16. We did not analyze whether there were specific tests for error handling code.

#### 3.2.2 Metrics extraction.

To analyze the source code of the 2,801 Swift projects, we cloned all of their git repositories. Two tools have been used to analyze these projects, clc⁸ has been used to count which programming languages are used in the projects, and how many lines of code each project has. Moreover, a custom abstract syntax tree analyzer, metric extractor, has been developed to extract the error handling information from the source code⁹. To extract syntactical information from the corpus metric extractor parses all Swift source code files with an open-source Swift 4 parser, SWIFT-AST¹⁰. For a given repository the metric extractor uses the abstract syntax tree returned by SWIFT-AST to extract information related to how Swift developers (1) catch errors; (2) call methods that potentially throw exceptions; (3) throw and/or define error types.

The two leading dependency managers for Swift, CocoaPods and Carthage, both recommend checking the source code of dependencies into git¹¹¹². As the location to which both CocoaPods and Carthage download dependencies is standard, we have removed all of these directories from the repositories, using the pattern

---

⁸http://clc.sourceforge.net/
⁹https://github.com/TheDutchDevil/parser_wrapper
¹⁰https://github.com/yanagiba/swift-ast
¹¹https://guides.cocoapods.org/using/using-cocoapods
¹²https://github.com/Carthage/Carthage/blob/master/Documentation/Artifacts.md#carthagecheckouts
Table 2: Overview of the metrics extracted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calling EH code</td>
<td>Number of try, try!, try? and do statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining Error</td>
<td>Number of enums, classes and structs that inherit from Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing errors</td>
<td>Number of throw statements, number of methods declared with throws and rethrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catching errors</td>
<td>Number of catch clauses that catch an enum, catch all, and catch neither an enum nor all Error types.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/*Carthage/Checkout and /*/Pods. After removing the dependencies from the Swift repositories there are a total of 149,154 code files as counted by cloc, and a total of 84,982 Swift files for which we have attempted to extract information related to error handling.

Table 2 shows the metrics studied. These metrics are based on the identified guidelines (Section 3.1). In total, from the 2,801 Swift projects, we extract error handling metrics for 2,733 projects and 78,760 Swift 4 files. A more in depth description of the tools used to select the projects and parse the Swift source files is available online. We refer to the collection of 2,733 projects as our corpus.

3.3 Interviews

We conducted semi-structured interviews with Swift developers to understand why and how do they use Swift’s error handling constructs. Conducting interviews is commonly performed either as the main [28] or complementary [10, 24] method in software engineering research. We used a convenience sampling approach to recruit developers that use Swift. We started searching at LinkedIn for practitioners that have professional Swift experience. We also shared our invitation on two social networks: Twitter and Facebook. We also searched for conference speakers on Swift conferences. Finally, we contacted the students of the Apple Developer Academy, a 2-year educational program where undergraduate students receive extensive education in app development. At the end, we interviewed 10 Swift developers (4 experienced Swift developers, and 6 novices).

Eight interviews were conducted via video calls (the remaining two ones were conducted via e-mail; the participants had very low time availability to be interviewed). The interviews were recorded, and audio was transcribed. On average, the interviews lasted about 40 minutes. At the beginning of the interview, we explained the purpose of the research, and sought permission to record the interview and to share the data anonymously. To ensure participant anonymity, they are identified as P1–P10. Table 3 shows some demographics of the participants. All the South-American interviewees are Brazilian and their interviews were conducted in Portuguese and later translated to English.

In the interviews we focused on four main topics: (1) the interviewees’ perception of error handling in general, and in Swift in particular, (2) the reasons for the interviewee to use error handling in swift, (3) the reasons to avoid using EH, (4) the pitfalls and challenges they face when dealing with error situations. Each interview transcript, along with the associated recording, was analyzed by one of the authors following the card-sorting procedure [30]. The emerging topics are discussed in Section 4 along with quotes from the interviews. Among similar opinions, we chose to quote only the one we considered the most representative for each case.

Table 3: Demographics of our interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Years of prof. exp.</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>10+ years</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Novel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Novel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13https://gist.github.com/TheDutchDevil/31d954420ffab0d796a26c0b6f2516
Table 4: The division of Swift projects into the three categories. SLOC refers exclusively to Swift code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>% projects</th>
<th># projects</th>
<th>Mean SLOC</th>
<th>Median SLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>noEH</td>
<td>56.71%</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>1066.5</td>
<td>342.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cEH</td>
<td>29.56%</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>1860.0</td>
<td>926.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sEH</td>
<td>19.61%</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>6756.1</td>
<td>2475.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Projects that both consume and throw errors (sEH) tend to be larger (SLOC) than those that only consume errors of APIs (cEH) and the latter than those that do not use any error handling (noEH).

We complement the findings of the interview with a manual analysis of commits made by experts and novice Swift developers that touch error handling code. To identify experts, we followed a simplified version of the technique presented by Mo et al. [18]: for each project in the dataset, we selected the top-10 contributors (i.e., the contributors that made the most commits in a given project). To avoid counting the same commit scattered in forked projects, for this analysis, we removed fork projects from the dataset. After the identification of the top-10 contributors, we analyzed other Swift projects that these users have contributed to. The selected experts have contributed significantly to at least four additional Swift repositories (4 is the third quartile of contributions to different repositories). Using this approach, we found six Swift experts. We then manually investigated the 789 commits they performed and categorized the 223 ones that touch error handling code.

4 RESULTS

This section presents the results obtained from both repository mining and interviews.

4.1 Error handling recommendations in practice

To analyze the error handling usage of the 2,733 projects in the corpus, the projects are split into 3 non-overlapping groups, namely:

1. noEH: projects that do not use any of the error handling primitives available in Swift;
2. cEH: projects that only use error handling primitives to consume APIs that throw errors, and;
3. sEH: projects that use error handling to both consume error throwing APIs and use the error handling mechanism to throw errors.

Table 4 shows how many projects fall into each group. Most of the projects do not use any of the error handling primitives of Swift to consume or signal errors; less than a third just consume and do not signal any errors. Ultimately, one in five projects uses the error handling mechanism of Swift to actively signal errors. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the source lines of code (SLOC) of the Swift projects in each category. Statistical comparison using the T-procedure [17] shows that sEH projects are larger than cEH, and cEH are larger than noEH. We apply $T$ as it is robust against unequal population variances, respects transitivity, does not suffer from well-known problems of two-steps approaches [11] (such as ANOVA followed by pairwise $t$-tests or Kruskal-Wallis followed by pairwise Mann-Whitney tests), and has been successfully applied in empirical software engineering [31–33].

Out of the 1,344 projects that utilize Swift error handling (cEH and sEH together), only 725 use any try variant (i.e., try, try!, try?) more than five times (cf. Figure 3). Therefore, even in the projects that consume errors overall consuming errors is not common. One example of a project heavily using try statements is Casperhr/engine with 6,041 Swift Sloc and 595 try instances.

TryWithinDoCatch recommends using the try statement in a do-catch block. However, out of the 1,344 projects that employ error handling, there are 190 projects that do not use try to call methods that potentially throw errors. Among the 1,154 projects that use the try operator, half have less than 7 try statements (cf. the distribution of try statements in Figure 3). Still according to TryWithinDoCatch a do-catch block should be used for error handling. However, among the aforementioned 1,344 projects, we found that 272 projects do not contain any do statements. More interestingly, these 272 projects call code that signals errors, with try?, try!, or by declaring methods that have the potential of throwing errors. For instance, out of the 272 projects that do not contain any do statements, there are 19 projects that do not throw any errors, but declare methods that can throw errors. Manual inspection on these projects reveals that 17 of these 19 projects use the try operator to call methods that might throw errors. These 17 projects hence propagate any resulting errors up the call stack, without intercepting them, i.e., not using any aspects of the error handling system of Swift to catch or report on errors, more importantly, not following recommendations CustomErrorTypes and ThrowErrorValues.

Out of the 1,344 projects that utilize Swift error handling, 1,065 contain at least one catch handler. The recommendations suggest

![Figure 3: Distribution of try usage in projects with at least one try operator. For the sake of readability 76 outliers with more than 125 try statements are not included in this plot.](image-url)
using case matching on the elements of an enum to catch specific errors (CatchEnumCases). However, out of the 1,065 projects, only 124 projects use one or more catch handlers with enum case matching. This finding indicates that even though projects are aware of and adhere to some recommendation (e.g., TryWithinDoCatch), they do not necessarily follow all of them (e.g., CatchEnumCases).

The guidelines for error handling in Swift mention that custom enum values should be thrown when exceptional conditions occur (ThrowErrorValues). Nonetheless, only 536 Swift projects follow ThrowErrorValues and actually throw errors. The median of errors thrown per KSloc for these projects is 2.88, i.e., on average, approximately one line of code throws an error out of every 350, indicating that if a project throws errors, it does so regularly. However, not all projects that throw an error also declare methods that throw errors. In fact, 27 projects have one or more throw statements but do not declare any methods that throw errors. Therefore, throw statements in these projects occur in the context of a do-catch statement and errors are never propagated up the call stack.

While almost all guides provide an example of the declaration of an enum type that inherits from the Error protocol, and all guides recommend the declaration of types that inherit from Error (CustomErrorTypes), 182 projects out of the 536 projects in sEH do not declare any error types. Among the remaining 354 that do declare at least one error type, 210 do not declare any enum type that inherits from Error.

4.2 Error handling anti-patterns in practice

The guidelines for Swift developers regarding the usage of try, try? and try! specify that try! statements should not be used extensively (ExcessiveTry!). In order to compare the usage of the different kinds of try statement, we investigated their occurrences in the 725 projects with more than 5 try, try?, or try! statements. We found that 10.76% of these projects use try! in at least half of the all cases to call code that signals errors, a clear anti-pattern.

Another anti-pattern for handling errors in Swift is ignoring errors. One way of ignoring errors is by calling a method that throws errors with the try? operator. Verifying whether the call succeeded or failed can be done by checking whether the returned value is nil. However, if try? is used, all information regarding the error (e.g., the error message) is lost. This makes it nearly impossible to handle different errors based on their type, value, or parameters (ExcessiveTry?). Out of the 1,344 projects that use error handling, there are 569 that use the try? operator at least once, and a total of 73 projects that only use the try? operator.

However, Figure 4 presents a different perspective. It shows that most of these projects do not use the try? statement excessively. In fact the majority of these projects rarely uses the try? statement, as opposed to using try? to ignore many errors. The projects that only use try? for error handling rarely use other features of the Swift error handling mechanism. This finding suggests that these projects do not follow recommendations CustomErrorTypes and ThrowErrorValues. Only 6 of the projects actually declare error types, declare methods that throw errors, or actually throw errors.

While Swift error handling guidelines recommend the usage of catch handlers (CatchEnumCases), empty catch handlers are potentially dangerous (EmptyCatch). Out of the 267 projects that have at least one catch handler that is not a catch all i.e a specific catch handlers, 108 projects have at least one empty specific catch handler. These empty catch handlers effectively swallow the error(s) that match the pattern of the catch clause. Among these 108 projects with empty catch handlers, 43 only have empty handlers. It is important to note that these 43 projects are not perfect examples of how not to use error handling; most of them employ some of the recommendations, including 18 projects that throw errors (ThrowErrorValues) and 11 projects that declare error types (CustomErrorTypes). Moreover, all of these 43 projects use try in some form (TryWithinDoCatch). While an empty catch handler is a clear anti-pattern, it appears that in several projects these are used in combination with other recommended error handling characteristics as can be observed in Table 5.

In addition to empty catch handlers, empty generic catch handlers are also an anti-pattern (EmptyGenericCatch), since empty generic catch handlers silently swallow all errors. This kind of error handler can be rewritten by means of try?, which better captures the intent of the code. Out of the 1,344 projects that use error handling, 1,025 projects use at least one generic catch handler. Out of these 1,025 projects 230 projects have at least one empty generic catch handler and in 26 projects all generic catch handlers are empty. However, from the 230 projects with at least one empty generic catch handler, 153 projects use no specific catch handlers, and therefore only use generic catch handlers. From these 153 projects, 20 projects have only empty catch handlers, indicating that these 20 projects swallow all errors that occur.

4.3 Novices and experts

Previous studies have investigated how developers perceive the importance, challenges, and implementation techniques of error/exception handling code [2, 10, 27, 28]. The uniqueness of the Swift error handling constructs fostered the need to update this perception. Generally speaking, our interviewees were aware of the existence of additional error handing features in Swift. Moreover, all of them have recently employed or refactored some code related to error-handling. However, some technical background is still lacking, in particular, on the novice side.

This claim can be exemplified in difference situations. For instance, when we asked for scenarios in which our participants avoid using EH constructs, P10 mentioned that “I believe I did not get to the top of the learning curve in relation to error handling and many times when I write this type of code I get many compilation errors”. This interviewee believes that one of the main reasons that makes error
Table 5: Sub-division of catch handlers usage over different projects. Indentation in the lines of the table is used to indicate to which group a line belongs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1344</td>
<td>sEH and cEH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>Projects with more than one specific catch handler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Projects with at least one empty specific catch handler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Projects with only empty specific catch handlers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Conforms to TryWithinDoCatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Conforms to ThrowErrorValues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1025</td>
<td>Projects with more than one catch all handler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>Projects with more than one empty catch all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Only empty catch alls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Only catch alls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Only empty catch alls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Handling in Swift difficult is that it is not intuitive: “I do not think it is intuitive. For me a programming language is intuitive when I can start writing the code and ‘hit the syntax’ as a logical consequence of the rules and examples I saw earlier. In the case of Swift error handling, I always end up confusing some keywords or not knowing if I should put ? or !. It is also common to get compilation errors whose recommended fix does not solve the problem.” The problem reported by this interviewee can be considered as a mix of the anti-patterns related to the use of try! (ExcessiveTry!) and try? (LackOfEH).

As a comparison, expert developers avoid EH constructs in a more conscious way, as P2 mentioned: “It’s good to handle the errors in the code, but it is not a compulsion to handle each and every error with the custom error handler.” This statement goes along the lines of ExcessiveTry!. However, as the interview went further, it became clear that excessive use of error handling in general, not necessarily only the try! statement, can be harmful: “As long as the errors do not affect the user experience and performance of an app, the user will not want to be informed about them.” The respondent complemented this answer with examples of particular cases where error handling can be avoided: “a) Error occurred while sending analytic events to the remote server; b) App failed to connect to the third party service like ad services etc; c) Failure in image cache on disk.”

Similarly, when we asked what are the reasons to ignore error handling, P2 suggested that “When we parse the information received from the server, there may be error occurred in JSON parsing. We can handle the parse error by try?. Indicates, ignore error and allow the variable to assign with nil, whenever function throws them.” By ignoring errors, this interviewee introduces an anti-pattern (ExcessiveTry!). Novice developers often mentioned not ignoring EH. Only one novice interviewee, P10, went in the opposite direction, stating that “when I am working on a temporary solution, I leave some variables hard-coded or use force-unwrapping”.

Moreover, regarding the importance of error handling code, both experts and novice developers concur on the benefits brought by error handling mechanisms. One novice programmer highlighted the particular need for error handling. “One of my projects made many calls to the server and due to the lack of error handling, the application ceased responding when there was a problem in those calls.”

Likewise, our respondents also mentioned scenarios where error handling is not particularly relevant. P5 develops an iOS framework and, in extreme cases, if developers that use the framework violate some hard constraints that they are not supposed to, internally, the framework uses a try! statement to raise a runtime error. Note that, differently from ExcessiveTry!, which highlights the excessive use of try!, this respondent consciously uses this statement in extreme scenarios. As one interviewee suggests “if nothing else can be done, no error needs to be caught”.

When we asked what could be improved in the EH mechanisms, two experts provided suggestions. One expert (P4) mentioned a limitation particularly relevant to the product the interviewee works on. This expert develops an SDK organized in different modules. Each module is managed by a single thread. In the Android version of the SDK, when an error occurs, the interviewee needs to know which thread was running the module, so then the interviewee can finish the execution of this single module, while keeping the other ones running. The interviewee highlighted that “as far as I know, in Swift there is no way to catch the thread id that had an error”. In the Android version of the SDK, the interviewee does that using the Thread.UncaughtExceptionHandler class. One novice programmer mentioned that “At least compiler errors could be better”.

In addition to the interviews, we have also analyzed the error handling code in 789 commits authored by experienced contributors to projects in the corpus. Among the commits, 223 modify lines of code that are related to error handling; 177 out of these either add, remove, or update code that uses error handling constructs. However, 50 commits modify lines of code related to error handling but do not modify error handling code itself, e.g., 34 commits renamed variables used within catch handlers, and 8 commits modified whitespace. More interestingly, the remaining 173 commits actually modify error handling code. Among these commits, 14 modify error handling to account for changes in external code e.g., a method changing its signature to signal that it now throws errors.

The remaining 159 changesets show that the experienced Swift developers in general follow the recommendations as laid out by the guidelines. Especially CustomErrorTypes (declare enum error types), ThrowErrorValues, and TryWithinDoCatch (call methods that throw errors with try) are adhered to by the experienced developers in the analyzed repositories. All of the 16 projects for which we analyzed the commits of experienced developers are libraries. Therefore, instances of CatchEnumCases (write catch handlers that match enum case patterns) are relatively rare, as most projects cascade errors up the call stack.

Anti-patterns were rarely found in the changesets of experienced developers. There are several instances of generic catch handlers. However, these handlers are never empty, and therefore do not match EmptyGenericCatch. Additionally, the usage of try! and try? operators is sparse and appears to be aimed at specific cases. Listing 2 is an excerpt from a changeset¹ four by kylef to kylef/Stencil where line 1 is replaced by line 2. In this excerpt, old Objective-C style error handling (passing an error parameter) is replaced by a more appropriate Swift error handling primitive. Line 2 shows usage of the try! operator as recommend by Apple, to call code

¹[https://github.com/kylef/Stencil/commit/dfc2611ac24b29f6e80cf46894ebc98fd66a2e9e#diff-87b77de47a1cdec9f81407ca065a9519](https://github.com/kylef/Stencil/commit/dfc2611ac24b29f6e80cf46894ebc98fd66a2e9e#diff-87b77de47a1cdec9f81407ca065a9519)
that is guaranteed not to fail, as the regular expression pattern has probably been tested during development and is valid.

5 DISCUSSION

In this study we found that roughly half of the 2,733 GitHub projects analyzed do not use the EH mechanism provided by the Swift programming language. The definitive explanation regarding the low adoption of error handling mechanisms is still lacking. However, results of the interviews show that both novice and experienced Swift developers report problems with the error handling mechanism. While novices programmers find it counter-intuitive or confusing, experienced developers describe practical limitations of either the error handling mechanism or the Swift compiler.

These problems related to Swift tooling are not new. An earlier study by Rebouças et al. [24] found that, for developers that used Swift 2, problems with the Swift compiler used to be common. Additionally, although there are extensive guidelines on the subject, Rebouças et al. found that developers still rely on StackOverflow to ask questions about the error handling mechanisms of Swift 2.

Moreover, the error handling guides used in this study to derive the recommendations and anti-patterns do not extensively discuss advanced use cases of error handling. For instance, catch handlers are discussed only with contrived examples (e.g., to call a print function). However, none of the guides discuss how catch handlers could also be used to deal with, for instance, unreliable networks or how to properly present an error to the application user. This lack of in-depth explanation might suggest that there is a disconnect in the information available online for Swift developers when it comes to error handling. This knowledge gap explains why novice developers consider the error handling mechanism to be counter-intuitive and why we find that half of the Swift projects do not use any error handling. Moreover, this lack of explanation might reflect inherent limitations of the error handling mechanism, as more experienced users cannot express the error handling logic that they are used to in other languages.

Analysis of the Swift projects that use error handling shows that several of the recommendations are adhered by Swift developers. Especially when it comes to calling code that throws errors using try (TryWithinDoCatch); almost all projects that use error handling adhere to this guideline. While not all projects that use error handling also throw errors, 19.61% of the projects follow ThrowErrorValues and throw errors. Since this is a common exception handling practice, we hypothesize that developers that employ these recommendations might be motivated by the old culture of other programming languages. Ultimately, Swift developers are not likely to follow recommendations regarding the declaration of custom error types (CustomErrorTypes) and the recommendation regarding catch handlers (CatchEnumCases). Consequently, most anti-patterns found center around swallowing or ignoring errors. Either through try? (ExcessiveTry?) or through empty generic catch handlers (EmptyGenericCatch).

In a similar vein, out of the 1065 that have at least one catch handler, 798 exhibit generic catch handlers exclusively. The use of generic catch is not among the identified anti-patterns. In fact, Swift requires a generic catch whenever a method may throw errors but does not include throws in its signature. Nonetheless, recommendation CatchEnumCases suggests that catch handlers should be specific, capturing errors by pattern matching on the error values. Previous work [8, 21, 25] has shown that generic catch handlers are a potential source of errors, due to the possibility of capturing errors accidentally, by means of type subsumption.

Low adoption of these recommendations and the occurrence of the anti-patterns could be attributed to the fact that this area is less discussed by the guides on Swift error handling. Therefore, improvements in how these constructs are explained to Swift developers might increase adoption of these recommendations and boost the overall code quality of Swift code. These findings come as an opportunity for tool builders that can create or recommend refactoring tools that might ease the adoption of Swift error handling.

6 LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

Fist, mining GitHub as done in this study presents a threat as a large part of the projects on GitHub is inactive and/or personal [16]. We mitigate this treat by selecting only active and engineered GitHub projects. We have used the Reaper framework [19]. However, Reaper is not 100% accurate (the authors reported a precision of 82% and a recall of 86%). There might be valid software engineering projects which we have excluded (false negatives) while we might also have reported on GitHub projects that do not represent engineered projects (false positives). However, in such large scale corpus of data, we do not expect major distortions in the presence of false positives. Second, we have analyzed a corpus of publicly GitHub projects, however, other source code hosting platforms exist. Therefore our results might not generalize to the wider Swift community.

Another limitation is regarding the parser used (swift-ast). Using this parser, we were unable to parse all Swift files in the 2,733 parseable repositories. This happens due to several reasons. Over the past three years, several versions of the Swift programming language and its standard library have been released, and, surprisingly, none of the major releases have been backwards compatible. As the 2,733 projects in the dataset represent a wide spread of Swift projects there are still repositories written in Swift 2 or 3, leading to situations where some files cannot be parsed by the Swift 4 compiler. Secondly, even if a project is written in Swift 4 there is no requirement that all Swift 4 files in the repository should contain syntactically valid Swift 4 code. Therefore, even for Swift 4 projects, there are unparsable files. Finally, there are several known issues in swift-ast, which means that some syntactically correct Swift 4 source files cannot be parsed by swift-ast. To deal with these limitations of parsing Swift source files, we have extended the metrics extractor to report on the amount of files that cannot be parsed. If swift-ast fails to parse a file, the file is fed to the Swift 4 compiler, to test whether the code is syntactically valid. If the Swift 4 compiler cannot parse the file, then the file is not syntactically
valid for Swift 4 code. If the Swift 4 compiler parses the file without failure then this file cannot be parsed by swift-ast because of a bug. Thereby rendering it impossible for the metric extractor to extract metrics from the file. However, a syntactically valid file that could not be parsed by swift-ast does not necessarily have to contain error handling code. Therefore, we search for EH primitives using the following regular expression: `(do\*\{\}|\{try\}!|\{try\}?).` If this pattern is not matched then it is highly likely that the file contains no error handling code. Consequently, if there is at least one match of the pattern in the file the file is recorded as a parser failure where potentially error handling code has been missed. If the pattern is not matched, then the file is marked as a parser error where no error handling code has been missed.

Out of the 84,982 Swift source code files, 78,760 ones have been parsed by the metrics extractor. From the 6,222 files that could not be parsed, 2,641 could not be compiled by the Swift compiler; i.e., these 2,641 files do not contain syntactically valid Swift 4 code. The remaining 3,581 files are syntactically valid. When applying our search with the regular expression, we found 723 files that potentially contain error handling code (false positive are possible, e.g., a try! statement that have been commented out). However, these false positives account for only 0.8% of the total files investigated.

Some limitations pertain to the qualitative part of this study. The guides found are likely to change in a near future, as new guides are written and become popular. Due to the rapidly changing nature of Swift and programming practices in general we preferred professional (e.g., the Apple developer guide) and popular guides (the ones that were top ranked in a Google search) to books and MOOCs. Manual analysis of the content was conducted by individual authors (e.g., analysis of the guides and interview data). We adhered to the best practices in qualitative research methods as e.g., defined for card sorting. During the process, we also reviewed the preliminary findings with the other authors.

Finally, one might suggest that some of our recommendations or anti-patterns are well-established in the error handling community (e.g., with TryWithinDoCatch, we suggest that methods that throw errors should be called with a try statement). However, for novice programmers such well-established recommendations might not be straightforward to understand. As we found in our interview, novice developers face problems related to use of try! or try?, as well as compiler errors when implementing error handling code. Therefore, such guidelines are still useful.

## 7 RELATED WORK

**Swift usage.** Despite the crescent adoption in the software development arena, the Swift programming language received limited attention from the research community. By implementing the same functionality in Swift and Objective-C, González García et al. observed that Swift is less verbose than Objective-C due to changes in keywords and access operators, as well as lack of pointers [12]. Rogers et al. [26] discussed how Swift can be used in the educational context. In a previous effort, some of us investigated the most common problems faced by Swift developers [24]. We found that options and error handling are among the most common ones. However, none of these studies discuss how Error Handling constructs are being used in the Swift programming language.

**Error/Exception Handling.** Among the contributions in this area, researchers have been investigating how software developers use error and exception handling in different programming languages, such as Java, C, C++, C#, and PHP [2–5, 15, 20, 21]. Another branch of study is related to understanding how error handling techniques impact different concerns, such as modularity and reuse [7], evolution [5], and even bugs [10]. Other studies were interested in understanding the perception of developers on the use of error/exception handling mechanisms [27, 28]. This work differs from the literature in terms of 1) its focus on the Swift programming language, which is not only new in the software development arena, but also introduces additional features to the traditional error handling mechanisms, and 2) its mixed-methods approach, which relies on large scale corpus of Swift projects and in a set of interviews with practitioners, grouped by experience.

## 8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we report on the error handling patterns of 78,760 Swift source files from 2,733 open source Swift projects, the experiences of 10 Swift developers with the error handling mechanisms of Swift, and the qualitative analysis of 789 changenesets authored by expert Swift developers. Among the findings, we observed that while error handling guides provide different recommendations about using Swift error handling mechanism, 50.71% of the projects do not exhibit any error handling code. However, the Swift projects that do employ the error handling mechanisms tend to follow some of the recommendations of the guidelines, for instance, 85.86% of the projects that employ error handling follow guidelines on how to call code that throws errors. This percentage drops to 24.70%, when considering more complex recommendations, such as declaring a custom enum error. Several projects do contain anti-patterns explicitly discouraged by guides; we find that 11.24% of projects exhibit anti-patterns related to the usage of try! or try?. Similarly, 22.84% of the projects contain an anti-pattern related to catch handlers.

Most of the interviewees mention problems when using Swift’s error handling mechanisms. Novices mention confusion and experienced developers mention technical limitations they encountered. This is corroborated by the fact 50.71% of the projects do not utilize any of the error handling mechanisms of Swift. When investigating commits made by experts related to error handling, we rarely observed the introduction of anti-patterns in Swift code. Moreover a thorough analysis of Swift error handling guides found that all guides discuss the basics of Swift error handling. However, the examples used in the guides are contrived and adequate real world examples of how to deal with errors are not given.

As future work we intend to conduct a survey with Swift developers to understand the reasons for introducing some of the anti-patterns described. We also plan to create static analysis tools to automatically identify the anti-patterns. As a complement of this tool, refactoring and recommendations tools can also be proposed. These tooling might be useful for novice and experts alike, when dealing with error handling in Swift.
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